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Abstract. Work Stealing has proved to be an effective method for load
balancing regular divide-and-conquer (D&C) applications on heteroge-
neous distributed systems, but there have been relatively few attempts
to adapt it to address irregular D&C applications. For such applications,
it is essential to have a mechanism that can estimate dynamic system
load during the execution of the applications. In this paper, we evaluate a
number of work-stealing algorithms on a set of generic Unbalanced Tree
Search (UTS) benchmarks. We present a novel Feudal Stealing work-
stealing algorithm and show, using simulations, that it delivers consis-
tently better speedups than other work-stealing algorithms for irregular
D&C applications on high-latency heterogeneous distributed systems.
Compared to the best known work-stealing algorithm for high-latency
distributed systems, we achieve improvements of between 9% and 48%
for irregular D&C applications.

Keywords: Irregular Parallelism, Work Stealing, Divide-and-Conquer,
Heterogeneous Systems.

1 Introduction

Work stealing [4], where idle “thieves” steal work from busy “victims”, is one
of the most appealing load-balancing methods for distributed systems, due to
its inherently distributed and scalable nature. Several good work-stealing algo-
rithms have been devised for distributed systems with non-uniform communica-
tion latencies [2,3,14,15,13]. Most of these algorithms are, however, tailored to
regular Divide-and-Conquer (D&C) applications. In scientific computations, for
example, it is very common to encounter irregular D&C applications, where the
structure of parallelism for different application tasks varies quite significantly.

We previously showed [10] that in order to obtain good speedups for irregu-
lar D&C applications, it is essential to use dynamic system load information as
part of a work-stealing algorithm. In this paper, we consider several algorithms
that can be used to obtain suitable load information. In particular, we compare
centralised (where this information is kept on a fixed set of nodes), distributed
(where this information is exchanged in a peer-to-peer way between all nodes)
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Fig. 1. Example task graph for an irregular D&C application

and hybrid (a combination of the two) methods for obtaining load informa-
tion. We also describe a novel Feudal Stealing algorithm, a new algorithm that
exploits dynamic load information, but which significantly outperforms other
similar work-stealing algorithms in terms of the speedups that are obtained.
This paper makes the following specific research contributions:

– We present a novel Feudal Stealing algorithm, which uses hybrid dynamic
load information approach;

– We evaluate representative state-of-the-art work-stealing algorithms that use
centralised, distributed and hybrid dynamic load information on the Unbal-
anced Tree Search (UTS) benchmark of irregular D&C applications;

– We show, using simulations, that our new Feudal Stealing algorithm delivers
notably better speedups on irregular D&C applications than the other state-
of-the-art algorithms we consider.

2 Work Stealing for Divide-and-Conquer Applications

Divide-and-conquer (D&C) applications can be represented by task trees, where
nodes in the tree represent tasks, and edges represent parent-child relationships.
One especially interesting class is that of irregular D&C applications, whose task
trees are highly unbalanced (see Fig. 1), and which frequently occur in scientific
computations (e.g. Monte-Carlo Photon Transport simulations [7], implementa-
tions of the Min-Max algorithm and Complex Polynomial Root Search [6]). They
are also frequently used as benchmarks for evaluating load-balancing algorithms
(e.g. the Unbalanced Tree Search [12] and Bouncing Producer-Consumer [5]
benchmarks). We focus on load balancing irregular D&C applications on widely
distributed systems, which comprise a set of clusters communicating over high-
latency networks. Each cluster comprises a set of processing nodes, where nodes
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from the same cluster are connected by fast, local-area networks. Such systems
correspond to grid-like or cloud-like server farms. They are typically highly het-
erogeneous both in terms of the characteristics of the individual nodes (process-
ing power, memory characteristics etc.) and the networks that connect clusters
(communication latency, bandwidth etc.). This paper focuses on how to deal
with heterogeneous communication latencies in such systems.

Each processing node stores the tasks that it creates in its own task pool. Load
balancing between nodes uses work stealing. In such a setting, when a node’s task
pool becomes empty, that node becomes a thief. The thief sends a steal attempt
message to its chosen target node. If the target has more than one task in its
task pool, it becomes a victim and returns one (or more) tasks to the thief.
Otherwise, the target can either forward the steal attempt to some other target
or, alternatively, it can send a negative response to the thief, which then deals
with it in an appropriate way (either by initiating another steal attempt or by
delaying further stealing). To make our discussion more focused, we assume that
only one task is sent from the victim to the thief, and that any targets that do
not have any work will always forward the steal attempt to some other target.
In addition, following the usual practice in work stealing for divide-and-conquer
applications, we assume that the victim always sends the oldest task from its task
pool to the thief. In divide-and-conquer applications, this usually corresponds to
the largest task, that also generates the most additional parallelism. Finally, we
assume that execution starts with one node executing the main task (the root
of the task tree), and all other nodes are thieves that start stealing immediately.

In order to hide the potentially high communication latencies that can occur
in distributed systems, it is essential that work-stealing algorithms employ good
methods for selecting targets. This serves to minimise the number of wasted mes-
sages. Work-stealing algorithms can be divided into two broad classes, according
to the type of information that they use for the target selection: i) algorithms
that only use static information about network topology; and ii) algorithms that
also use dynamic load information.

2.1 Algorithms That Use Only Network Topology Information

The most important algorithms that use only network topology information are:

– Random Stealing [3], where a thief always selects a random target.
– Hierarchical Stealing [2], where nodes are organized into a tree, according to

communication latencies. A thief first tries stealing from closer nodes (i.e.
its descendants in the tree). If it fails to obtain any work there, it attempts
to steal from its parent, which then repeats the same procedure.

– (Adaptive) Cluster-Aware Random Stealing (CRS) [14], where each node
divides the set of all other nodes into two sets: i) nodes from the same cluster
(local nodes), and ii) those outside of it (remote nodes). A thief attempts to
steal in parallel from a random local node and a random remote node.In this
way, thieves hope to obtain work locally, but remote stealing will prefetch
work. In the adaptive variant, thieves prefer closer clusters.
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We have previously shown [10] that these algorithms perform well for regular
D&C applications, but that they run into problems for highly-irregular appli-
cations. In such applications, all the tasks may be concentrated on relatively
few nodes, and the semi-randomised way of selecting targets that is employed
by these algorithm can consequently perform badly. We have also shown that
it would be beneficial to extend them with mechanisms for obtaining and using
dynamic load information. Our main objective in the rest of the paper is to de-
scribe and compare different methods for obtaining and using load information
in work-stealing, in order to discover the methods that give the best estimation
of system load and the best overall speedups. We discuss existing methods in
the next section, our novel Feudal Stealing method is described in Section 3.

2.2 Algorithms That Use Dynamic Load Information

Some work-stealing algorithms use dynamic load information to estimate the
size of node task pools, and so inform the choice of target. In algorithms with
centralised load information, a fixed set of nodes is responsible for managing load
information. These nodes act as routers for steal attempts, forwarding them to
targets. There are two basic ways to do this:

1. Fully Centralised methods, where all nodes periodically send their load infor-
mation to a single central node. A thief sends a steal attempt to the central
node, and this is forwarded to the victim that is nearest to the thief1.

2. Hierarchical Load-Aware Stealing (HLAS) [11], analogous to Hierarchical
Stealing. Each node periodically sends its load information to its parent.
Based on its load information, a thief then attempts to steal from a child
with non-zero load. If all children have zero load, the steal attempt is sent to
the thief’s parent, which then repeats the same procedure for finding work.

The main appeal of such algorithms is that load information is updated reg-
ularly, and it will therefore be relatively accurate. However, this also means
that significant strain may be placed on the central nodes, since they have to
communicate frequently with the rest of the system. For high-latency networks
with fine-grained tasks, this information may also be inaccurate. In contrast, for
algorithms using distributed load information, each node holds its own approx-
imations of the load of all other nodes. A representative example is the Grid-
GUM Stealing algorithm [1]. In this algorithm, timestamped load information
is attached to each stealing-related message (steal attempts, forwarding of steal
attempts etc.). The recipient of a message compares this information against its
own load information, and updates both the information that is contained in the
message (if the message is to be forwarded further) and its own load information.
Provided that nodes frequently exchange load information, they will then obtain
good approximations to the system load. In algorithms with distributed load in-
formation, work-stealing is still fully decentralised, and no significant overheads

1 We also considered a variant of this algorithm where the thief forwards the steal
attempt to a random target with work, rather than to the closest one. This variant,
however, delivered consistently worse speedups, so we will not consider it further.
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Fig. 2. The work-stealing algorithms that this paper considers

are introduced in approximating system load [1]. However, the accuracy of the
load information that a node has (and, conversely, that the rest of the system
has about that node) depends on how often it communicates with the rest of
the system. An isolated node can easily have outdated load information, and the
rest of the system may also have outdated information about its load. Hybrid
algorithms combine both types of algorithms in order to overcome the disad-
vantages of each approach. We present one such method here, Cluster-Aware
Load-Based Stealing (CLS) [14], before introducing our novel extension, Feudal
Stealing. Like the CRS algorithm, the CLS algorithm considers only two levels
of communication latencies (local and remote). In each cluster, one node is nom-
inated as a central node, and every other node in the cluster periodically sends
its load information to this node. All nodes in the cluster, apart from the central
node, perform only (random) local stealing. When the central node determines
that the load of the cluster has dropped below some threshold, it initiates remote
stealing from a randomly selected remote node. This approach has several draw-
backs. Firstly, tasks that are stolen remotely are always stored on central nodes,
which means that additional messages are needed to distribute these tasks to
their final destinations. Secondly, as with CRS, when all tasks are concentrated
on a few nodes, random remote stealing may be unacceptable. Fig. 2 gives an
overview of the work-stealing algorithms that we consider in this paper.

3 Feudal Stealing

Feudal Stealing represents an attempt to combine the best features of the CRS,
CLS and Grid-GUM Stealing algorithms while avoiding their drawbacks. Its
basic principle is similar to the CRS algorithm. A thief initiates both (random)
local and remote stealing in parallel. Remote stealing is done via central nodes
(one for each cluster, as in the CLS algorithm). The thief sends a remote-steal
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Fig. 3. Overview of Feudal Stealing

message to its central node, which then forwards it to some other, appropriately
chosen, central node. When a central node receives a remote-steal message, it
forwards it either to some node in its own cluster or to some other central node,
depending on the cluster load. When a node is found that has work, one task
from its task pool is returned to the original thief via the central nodes.

Fig. 3 gives an overview of Feudal Stealing. Here, the grey node is a thief,
which initiates remote and local stealing attempts. The local stealing message,
whose path is shown by red arrows, visits random local nodes, looking for work.
In this case, a suitable local node is found in the second hop, and the work is
immediately returned to the thief. The remote stealing message, whose path is
shown by blue arrows, starts by visiting the central node of the local cluster,
h0. It is then forwarded to the other central nodes, until one whose cluster has
work is found (the third hop in the figure, h2 ). It is then forwarded to the node
within the cluster that has work (hop 4), which returns the work to h0 (hop 5).
This forwards the work to the original thief (hop 6).

In Feudal Stealing, as with the CLS algorithm, central nodes keep load in-
formation for their cluster. However, they also keep load information for other
clusters, and this information is used when a central node needs to decide where
to forward a remote-steal message. The remote-steal message is forwarded to
a random central node, with respect to estimated loads of central nodes. Load
information is exchanged between central nodes in a similar way to Grid-GUM
Stealing. The central node’s load approximation is attached to each message
that is sent (or forwarded) from that node. Each central node updates its own
load information from the messages that it receives (see Fig. 4).

4 Simulation Experiments

For our simulation experiments, we use the publically-available highly-tunable
SCALES2 work-stealing simulator [8]. SCALES has been shown to accurately
simulate realistic runtime systems [8,9]. It models irregular D&C applications

2 Source code is available at http://www.cs.st-andrews.ac.uk/jv/SCALES.tar.gz

http://www.cs.st-andrews.ac.uk/jv/SCALES.tar.gz
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Fig. 4. Exchanging load information between a central node and a message

on systems consisting of inter-connected groups of clusters. We have chosen
to use simulations for our experiments, rather than implementation in a real
runtime-system, solely in order to abstract from the details of specific runtime
systems. This enables us to ignore some specific overheads (e.g. task and thread
creation, message processing) that certain runtime systems impose, and which
can obstruct the results we are trying to obtain.

Our main benchmark is Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS) [12], which simulates
state space exploration and combinatorial search problems. UTS is commonly
used as a benchmark to test how a system copes with load imbalance. It models
a traversal of an implicitly constructed tree, parameterised by shape, depth, size
and imbalance. In binomial UTS trees, which we denote by UTS(m,q, rootDeg,
S), each node has m children with probability q, and has no children with prob-
ability 1− q. rootDeg is the number of children of the root node. When qm < 1,
this process generates a finite tree with an expected size of 1

1−qm . The product
qm also determines how unbalanced the UTS tree is. As this product approaches
1, the variation in the sizes of subtrees of the nodes increases dramatically. S de-
notes the cost (in miliseconds) of processing a node. In order to keep the number
of experiments manageable, we have decided to model one specific distributed
system consisting of 8 clusters, with 8 nodes in each cluster, giving a total of
64 nodes, as shown in Fig. 5. Each cluster is split into two continental groups
of clusters, with an inter-continental latency of 80ms. Each continental group
is further split into two country groups, with an inter-country latency of 30ms.
The latency between clusters that belong to the same country group was set
to be 10ms, and the latency between nodes from the same cluster to be 0.1ms
This models the latencies of a system where clusters from different continents,
countries and sites within countries are connected into one large supercomputer.
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Fig. 5. The model of a system used in simulations

4.1 Results

This section evaluates the speedups that can be obtained by work-stealing al-
gorithms that use dynamic load information. We define speedup to be the ra-
tio of the simulated runtime of an application on a one-node system node to
that on the distributed system. In our first set of experiments, we consider the
UTS(7, q, 3000, 5ms) applications, where q takes values 0.08, 0.09.0.1, 0.11, 0.12,
0.13 and 0.14. This represents applications with a large number of tasks (ap-
proximately 7011, 8246, 9223, 13044, 18751, 33334 and 150000 respectively),
and with increasing irregularity (where as q increases, so the tree becomes more
unbalanced). Fig. 6 shows the speedups of these applications under all of the
algorithms that we have considered. We observe that for less irregular applica-
tions, Feudal Stealing, Grid-GUM Stealing and Fully Centralised Stealing have
approximately the same performance. However, for more irregular applications,
Feudal Stealing notably outperforms all the other algorithms. We can also ob-
serve that algorithms that use distributed load information (Feudal Stealing and
Grid-GUM Stealing) generally outperform those that mostly rely on centralised
load information. The improvements in speedup that Feudal Stealing brings over
the next best algorithm (Grid-GUM) vary from 9% for UTS(7, 0.11, 3000, 5ms)
(qm = 0.77) to 48% for UTS(7, 0.14, 3000, 5ms) (qm = 0.98).

Fig. 7 helps explain these results. We focus here on the three algorithms that
deliver the best speedups (Fully Centralised, Grid-GUM Stealing and Feudal
Stealing), and on the highly-irregular applications. The left part of the figure
shows the percentage of successful steal attempts (i.e. those that manage to
locate work). As expected, we can see that, for more irregular applications, the
fully-centralised algorithm has the highest success rate. Feudal Stealing also has
a very high success rate, whereas Grid-GUM is noticeably worse than the other
two. The right part of the figure shows the average time that it takes for a
node to obtain work (i.e. the average time between the initiation of a successful
steal attempt and the arrival of the work to the thief). We can see that the
time it takes to locate work is greatest for fully centralised stealing. This is
expected, since all steal attempts need to go via the central node. This makes the
steal attempts quite expensive for nodes that are further away from the central
node. In Feudal Stealing and Grid-GUM, nodes are able to obtain work much
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Fig. 6. Speedups for the UTS(q,7,3000,5ms) applications
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Fig. 7. Percentage of successful steal attempts (left) and average time it takes to suc-
cessfully complete a steal (right) for the UTS(q,7,3000,5ms) applications

faster. Together, these two figures show why Feudal Stealing outperforms other
algorithms. Central nodes are able to obtain relatively accurate load information,
resulting in good selection of stealing targets, and the stealing messages are
routed in such way that they quickly reach the targets with work, resulting in
rapid response to the steal attempts. Grid-GUM and Fully Centralised stealing
sacrifice one of these two features (accurate load information for Grid-GUM and
rapid response to steal attempts for the Fully Centralised stealing) in order to
make the other as good as possible.

Similar conclusions can be obtained when we look at the other examples of the
UTS applications. For example, Fig. 8 shows the speedups of the UTS(15,q,3000,
10ms) applications, for q ∈ {0.062, 0.063, 0.064.0.065.0.066}. This represents
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Fig. 8. The speedups of the UTS(q,15,3000,10ms) applications

applications with larger number of more coarse-grained tasks, with the high de-
gree of irregularity (qm ∈ {0.93, 0.945, 0.96, 0.975, 0.99}). In these applications,
the probability of a node having children is lower than for the UTS(7,q,3000,5ms)
applications; however, each such node generates more children. Also, the se-
quential tasks are larger. We can see from the figure that Feudal Stealing and
Grid-GUM give the best speedups (with Feudal Stealing performing best), and
that both algorithms significantly outperform all other algorithms. The improve-
ments in speedup of Feudal Stealing over the next best algorithm (Grid-GUM
Stealing) range from 11% for UTS(15, 0.062, 3000, 10ms) (qm = 0.93) to 20%
for UTS(15, 0.066, 3000, 10ms (qm = 0.99).

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a novel Feudal Stealing work stealing algorithm
that uses a combination of centralised and distributed methods for obtaining dy-
namic system load information.We compared, using simulations, the performance
ofFeudal Stealing against the performance of algorithms that use centralised, fully-
distributed, and a combination of both methods for obtaining dynamic load infor-
mation. We have shown that Feudal Stealing outperforms all of these algorithms
on heterogeneous distributed systems for the Unbalanced Tree Search benchmark,
which models irregular divide-and-conquer (D&C) applications. Our previous re-
sults (reported in Janjic’s PhD thesis [8]) have demonstrated that Feudal Stealing
also outperforms state-of-the-art work-stealing algorithms that do not use load
information on heterogeneous systems, and that it delivers comparable speedups
to them on homogeneous systems and for regular D&C applications. Collectively,
these results show that Feudal Stealing is the method of choice for load balancing
the D&C applications on various different classes of systems (high-performance
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clusters of multicore machines, grids, clouds, skies etc.). Furthermore, we believe
that this algorithm is also applicable to other classes of parallel applications (e.g.
applications with nested data-parallelism and master-worker applications).

As future work, we plan to test the implementation of Feudal Stealing in a real-
istic runtime system (e.g. the Grid-GUM runtime system for Parallel Haskell [1],
or the Satin system for distributed Java [16]) and to evaluate its performance
on larger scale parallel applications. We also plan to incorporate information
about the sizes of parallel tasks in the definition of the load for each node. This
information has been shown to be important for selecting the task to offload
in response to a steal attempt [9],. We envisage it can further improve stealing
target selection, and hence speedup. Finally, we plan to introduce a measure of
heterogeneity of a computing system, and to investigate “how heterogeneous”
a system needs to be for Feudal Stealing to outperform other state-of-the-art
work-stealing approaches.
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